Constructing personalized
workflows for your case.
With multiple interested and connected parties and massive data sets,
construction litigation faces its own set of discovery challenges. Innovative
Discovery has the experience and know-how to guide you through the
information lifecycle to help you identify your relevant information, saving you
time, money, and headaches.
ID SURPASSES THE COMPETITION BY PROVIDING:
EXPERIENCE WITH
UNUSUAL DATA TYPES
The f requent use of tablets,
cell phones, CAD drawings,
etc., makes for a wide
variety of data types - and
ID has seen, and collected,
them all. We can collect,
process, and review any
data type you can imagine
with ease.

Our end-to-end services
provide technology-agnostic
solutions f rom forensics
through analytics and
managed review to f inal
production. Having a partner
through every step of the
information lifecycle creates
seamless workflows and
consistent results.

LEGAL TECHNOLOGISTS

ANALYTICS

We have multiple
disciplines working on
your matter - our lawyers
understand technology
and our technologist
understand legalese. Our
experts will consult on the
tools you need - clustering,
data analytics, continuous
active learning - to bring
your relevant data to light.

We understand the need
for options and tailor-made
workflows to f it YOUR
organization. Our team of
experts will work with you
to pick the best analytics
and workflows for your case,
leaving you with only the hot
documents you need and a
complete understanding of
how we collected them.

COLLECTIONS
ID offers our clients a
variety of collection
methods, including remote
collection, to help you
gather the reliable evidence
you need for your case.
We can collect f rom any
construction platform and
will use the process and
technologies that best f it
your needs.

www.id-edd.com

END-TO-END SERVICES

TOP-NOTCH PROJECT
MANAGEMENT
The ID PM team, available
to you 24/7, is stacked
with Relativity Masters &
Experts, Relativity Analytics
Specialists, Relativity Certif ied
Administrators, Relativity
Inf rastructure Specialists,
Nuix eDiscovery Specialists.

